
         

                      

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Finally Fraga 
 

The Brazilian overtakes Vesti at the start and is great in protecting first 
position to the end 

 
 

Red Bull Ring, 14 July 2019 – Igor Fraga (DR Formula by RP Motorsport) wins race 3 at Red Bull Ring with a 
great start and an even better capacity to keep back Prema Powerteam couple, Frederik Vesti and Enzo 
Fittipaldi. 
 
After the start overtakes between Fraga and Vesti, with the first managing to finally keep the lead. Vesti 
will try all race to attack the Brazilian, almost managing it, but not just. 
 
All race 3 has been amazing with almost all drivers in a snake with less than one second between each 
driver, and with Matteo Nannini (Scuderia DF Corse by Corbetta) excellent in fourth position followed by 
Raul Guzman (DR Formula by RP Motorsport). 
 
10 minutes to the end of the race Beckhauser goes off track and safety car is in. At the restart Vesti tries all 
he can to overtake Fraga, slower than the Danish, but finally goes wide in one of the tenattive attacks and 
is overtaken by Fittipaldi. 
 
Behind the first 3 Guzman and Sophia Floersch, who has been great to catch up coming from last position, 
in a very unlucky weekend that has seen her races compromized by problems in qualifying, making her 
start each race at the end of the group, and having to make great recoveries from behind. Great Nanni, 
who unfortunately looses fourth final position due to penalization as he was not correctly positioned in 
the grid boxes at the start.  
 
At the end of the Austrian weekend Vesti is first with 243 points, followed by Fittipladi with 188, 
Schumacher with 123, Fraga with 113, Caldwell with 103 and Floersch with 80 points. 
 
In the Rookie standings first is Vesti with 251, Fittipaldi with 200 and Schumacher with 148 points. 
 
Among the teams well ahead is Prema Powerteam with 434, followed by DR Formula by RP Motorsport 
with 191 and US Racing with 164.  
 
Next appointment will be Imola 31° August - 1° September. 
 
 
 
 
 



         

                      

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Gara 3 partirà alle 16.10 e sarà possibile seguirla in diretta su motorsport.tv e AutomotoTV e in streaming 
sul sito web www.acisport.it e sulla pagina Facebook del campionato.  
 
Carlo Forni 
Head of Press Office – Capo Ufficio Stampa | ACI Sport 
Carlo.forni@acisport.it 
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